Correction to: *Scientific Reports* 10.1038/s41598-019-49723-8, published online 18 September 2019

This Article contains typographical errors in the methods section, where:
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should read:
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In addition,
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Additionally, in Figures 4 and 5 the following annotation "Spearman's rho = ... (p.value \< 0.05)" was incorrectly included.

The correct Figures 4 and 5 appear below as Figures [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} respectively.Figure 1Geriatric Depression Scale values' distribution according to asymmetry coefficient values. Here, dots correspond to the association between the individual's GDS value and the individual's asymmetry coefficient value calculated from CDRs over the 4-week period before the date at which the older adult passed the GDS test. Their colors are assigned according to the individual's general phone call activity behavior. On this figure, we observe that individuals with a negative asymmetry coefficient tend to obtain a high GDS score corresponding mostly to mild depression. In contrast, individuals obtaining a low GDS score tend to have a positive asymmetry coefficient.Figure 2Geriatric Depression Scale values' distribution according to the skewness coefficient values. Dots correspond to the association between the individual's GDS value and the individual's skewness coefficient value calculated from CDRs over the 4-week period before the date at which the older adult passed the GDS test. Their colors are assigned according to the individual's general phone call activity behavior. On this figure, we observe that, similarly to the asymmetry coefficient, individuals with a negative value of their skewness coefficient tend to obtain a high GDS score corresponding mostly to mild depression. In contrast, individuals obtaining a low GDS score tend to have a positive value of information of direction.
